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Résumé: Après quelques considérations nécessaires sur les changements survenus 
dans les approches de différentes littératures anglophones dans le cadre du 
post-colonialisme et avec quelques références spécifiques à la situation au Canada, le 
présent article se propose d’aborder la contribution du professeur George Elliott Clarke 
de l’Université de Toronto – pour trois ans également le Poète Lauréate de la ville de 
Toronto – à la remise en question et la réécriture de la littérature canadienne du point 
de vue d’un afro-canadien, dans son L’accueil d’Odyssée. La cartographie de la 
littérature africaine canadienne, un livre unique qui mérite une attention accrue dans 
l’étude des littératures de la diaspora. 
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Following the process of dissolution of the British colonial empire, the process of 
decolonization seems to give way to a new way of thinking about literatures in the 
English, referring less to geography and more to the language, showing – like in the 
case of Francophone literatures – on the one hand, that language can be a unifying 
factor, but on the other hand, also suggesting that linguistic imperialism is a continuation 
of the former economic colonial system. 

Those who in Romania, during the nineteen fifties had begun their study first with 
English literature, had to admit later on that some of the authors included in the so‑called 
“English” literature had been Irish. American authors had been taught in special courses. 
Then, becoming themselves teachers, with the beginning of the nineteens, participating 
in various British Council courses on literature and democracy, they have changed the 
name of their own course from the former English to the more comprehensive “British”, 
the study of American literature extended to an independent course, extended due to 
those specialized overseas on Fulbright grants, some of the special courses being about 
black writers. But with some other Anglophone writers who were neither British, nor 
American but had won the Nobel Prize for literature, it became evident that the of 
teaching literary histories should be revised. 

Thus, one of the new comprehensive manuals for teaching literature(s) in English, 
richly illustrated and with ”links” to non‑verbal arts published by Longman – entitled 
fields of vision [sic!], its subtitle being Literatures in the English Language – , after the 
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modules dedicated to Victorianism and Early Modernism in which British, Irish and 
American authors are treated together, the module dealing with Contemporary authors, 
includes, besides these and also separately, well‑known authors (some of them recipients 
of the Nobel prize) from the English speaking world, “post‑colonial” authors, i.e. those 
from the British Commonwealth: India (Salman Rhushdie, Vikram Seth), South Africa 
(Nadine Gordimer, Doris Lessing, J.M. Coetzee), Australia (Patrick White, David 
Malouf), Nigeria (Chinua Achebe, Wole Soyinka) , Caribbean Islands (V.S. Naipaul, 
Derek Walcott). In this context, Canada is present with Margaret Atwood, well‑known 
also for her activity as a member of the International PEN, and Michael Ondaatje (born 
in Ceylon) who was made famous by Richard Attenborough’s film version of his novel 
The English Patient. 

Thus by the turn of the of millennium, new courses appeared, dedicated to 
post‑colonial literatures, including those on Canadian literature. Besides Atwood and 
Ondaatje, those who teach Canadian Literature in a European context, include other 
contemporary Canadian authors as well, according to their interests, perhaps, Robertson 
Davis, Margaret Laurence, Timothy Findley, Alice Munro, Rudy Wiebe, Mordecai 
Richler etc., and from the representatives of the most numerous ethnic groups probably 
Wayson Choy, Joy Kogawa etc., the choice depending on the person who teaches and 
the resources extant locally. Besides, teachers usually include also writers from their 
own country’s diaspora. But the study of the representatives of the various diasporic 
groups would be the topic of another quite complicated special course. 

A project initiated by the Central European Association for Canadian Studies 
(CEACS) has resulted in an anthology of oral literature and another with introductions 
and selections from the diasporic writers from the countries of the association members, 
showing actually a simplified picture of these diasporic literatures. The first thing one 
could observe is that the writers included have been writing some in French, others in 
English, but there are also writers whose work has been included in translation. This 
illustrates the fact that some ethnic writers continue to write in their mother tongue, 
being encouraged by the policy of multiculturalism to include their former identity in 
their new Canadian one. In this respect it is not out of place to mention that in 1983, it 
was one of the writers of the Czech diaspora who was nominated as Canada’s candi‑
date for the Nobel Prize for literature, even though he continued to write in his 
mother tongue. 

But if the interest of the CEACS members goes naturally towards their own ethnic 
community of writers and towards some canonical Canadian writers either in English 
or French, they rarely include in their courses or conference papers representatives from 
among the African‑Canadian writers, even if the African‑Canadians are statistically one 
of the largest communities in Canada, even if their number is less impressive than of 
those living in the USA. According to 2011 census in Canada, 945.660 citizens declared 
themselves black from the 34 million of Canadians, i.e. 2,88 % . Nevertheless they are 
still the third “visible minority” in Canada, after those whose origin is in South Asia 
and China. 
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From among the Anglophone African‑Canadian writers it is George Elliott Clarke 
who had attracted more our attention due to his travels on grants to various European 
countries, participation in conferences and the publications of his work in translation 
and his talks on African‑Canadian literature on various occasion. He is better known in 
Germany where he lectured on various occasions and in Italy where he was translated. 
In Romania he got the “Poesis” literary prize in 2006, and in 2007 had launched a 
volume of his poetry translated by the Romanian‑Canadian poet Flavia Cosma. Recently 
his poetry was published in various Romanian literary journals, translated by Diana 
Manole from Toronto and Ana Olos. He has participated as key‑note speaker in Sep‑
tember 2013 at a conference organized by the Baia Mare Canadian Studies Center, 
presenting African‑Canadian thinking. 

Besides his rich and various and appreciated literary work, George Elliott Clarke 
dedicated along the years his academic research to a better knowledge of the literature 
created by black writers in Canada , with a vision from the inside, as a seventh 
generation Canadian born in Nova Scotia. 

When, in 2002, Linda Hutcheon and Mario J. Valdés, professors at the University of 
Toronto published – as a materialization of one of the projects initiated by the 
International Association for Comparative Literature – a collection of articles by first 
rank scholars on the problem of the rethinking the history of literature, with contributions 
of internationally well‑known scholars, such as Stephen Greenblatt or Homi Bhabha, 
George Elliott Clarke was publishing his Odysseys Home. Mapping African Canadian 
Literature . Though among the names in Clarke’s “Acknowledgments Linda Hutcheon 
appears as “stalwart influence”, the book has no direct connection with the Association’s 
project regarding the four areas of distribution of the literature created by people of 
African origin. Nevertheless Professor Clarke’s book has to be taken into consideration 
in the context of this history of literature, in which African‑Canadian writers are 
considered and classified as North American. 

In the almost 500 pages of his Odysseys Home George Elliott Clarke debates and 
brings evidence to the existence of an impressive corpus of literature created by black 
people in Canada. The three distinct parts of Odysseys Home – “Sorties”, “Incursions” 
and “Surveys” – contain theoretical points of views, polemic standpoints, critical 
approaches to individual writers and their work, as well as a classification of Afri‑
can‑Canadian literature in historical periods and a vast bibliography. 

The metaphoric title of the book warns about its contents as a journey of discovery 
but also about the author’s polemical attitude. The book’s first section, “Embarking” 
refers to the author’s personal history, telling the story how at the age of four he became 
conscious of his racial identity – together with the notion of “retaliation”, by which 
means “a gesture of fundamental self‑assertion” . The discovery of his cultural identity 
comes with the reading of Gloria Wesley‑Daye – a black writer from Nova Scotia –, 
published in Montreal in 1975. It was the moment when Clarke realised that the 
language in which Shakespeare and Milton wrote is able to express local realities which 
are, in the same time, Canadian and that the life of the black people living in the 
“province” he calls “Africadia” (Africa‑Acadia) is prone to be represented in art (3‑4).
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If in the period of his studies in Canada and as a tyro poet Clarke had identified 
himself as a Black American from Nova Scotia, this identity, besides his own poems 
was supported by his collections of Nova Scotian literature: Fire on the Water. An 
Anthology of Black Nova Scotian Writing. Volume One (1991); Fire on the Water. An 
Anthology of Black Nova Scotian Writing. Volume Two (1992); Eying the North Star. 
Directions in African-Canadian Literature (1997). In his PhD thesis in comparative 
literature he was drawing a parallel between the evolution of African‑American 
literature and that of the Canadian white anglophone poets, supporting the idea of the 
similarities between the margins. The experience that started in 1994, while he was 
teaching at Duke University, Durham, North Carolina, made him aware of the fact that 
African America is not a “sub‑culture” but rather a “sub‑civilization” in the United 
states, a closed‑in “pseudo‑nation”, similar to the “mainstream” American Culture. To 
be “black” and Canadian in this context meant an “erasure” of his Canadianness. In the 
summer of 1995, asked to write an article on African and African‑Canadian writing, he 
realised that the extant bibliographies were not only insufficient but also full of errors 
and a‑historical: “I began to wonder , intensely about the sources and structures of 
African‑Canadian literature. Odysseys Home represents the fruit of that thinking. Its 
essays, composed mainly between 1995 and 2000 are responses to the revelation of the 
existence of a canon of texts dating back to 1785, inked in French and English, and 
written by people of ‘Negro’ African heritage from the Caribbean, and the United States, 
South America, Europe, Africa, and Canada itself. (From an Afro‑Canacentric perspec‑
tive, Africa, the Americas, and Europe are duchies of African‑Canadian literature.). (6)

The second section of “Embarkation” comes with a violent and severe critique of 
the academia that has ignored the black community in Canada and implicitly its 
literature, the two names usually mentioned being Austin Clarke and Dionne Brand. 
“Yet,” affirms Clarke, “reading only a few writers does not suffice accessing the 
excellent diversity of literature”. And he goes on: “Never spoken of before the 1970s, 
it was not conceived as any coherent articulation of National culture(s). Rather, it was 
viewed as a provisional assembly of texts by ‘Blacks in Canada,’ that is to say a 
grab‑bag of writings by people who ‘happened to be Black’ and ‘happened to be in 
Canada’”(7).

Paul Gilroy’s The Black Atlantic:Modernity and Double Consciousness (1993), so 
much commented upon, does not escape Clarke’s attention and his reaction is a 
reproach: “Canada, as subject space, is patently absent. He never registers it as a site 
of New world African enslavement, immigration”. And his critique continues in a 
polemic tone: 

For Gilroy, Canada seems merely a semi‑European and semi‑American projection 
requiring little consideration. His true passion is to position Britain, France and Germany, 
and their Afro‑minority population as counterweight to the African‑American tendency 
to annex all black‑white racial discourse for its own hegemonic purpose. Hence, his Black 
Atlantic is a vast Bermuda Triangle into which Canada – read as British North America 
or Nouvelle‑France or even as an American satellite – vanishes. (9) 
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And as the list of other authors who ignore Canadian black literature continues, 
Clarke’s ironical Shakespearean warning is “ there is more ‘blackness’ in African 
Canadian literature than is dreamt of in criticism.” 

In his “mapping” of African Canadian literature, Clarke proposes a holistic approach: 
“analyzing both folk creations (including self‑published texts, community histories, and 
religious testaments) and those demanding a modicum of academic literacy”, and as 
concerns what “collective memory” includes, he mentions: “slavery, segregation, 
decolonization struggles, and the search of viable, independent economies”(11). He 
stresses also the importance of the oral tradition, the “diasporic orature” “assuming the 
form of song, sermon, story, and proverbs” (12).

Characterizing his critical approach to the problem, Clarke considers it “neither 
fundamentally sociological, nor historical though he prefers “the wisdom of history to 
the statistics of sociology”. He expresses his admiration for the “robust liberalism” of 
the Canadian premier Pierre Elliott Trudeau , influenced by Julien Benda, and Hugh 
Grant, for they guided him in believing that “the central ideological conflict in New 
World African writing is that of liberalism versus conservatism, or ‘ nationalism” (13). 
Though he warns the reader that “[t]his binary opposition is nuanced, not absolute, for 
the underlying tension oscillates among individualist, assimilationist, and cultu‑
ral‑separateness yearnings”, [...] because liberalism can either be passively or aggres‑
sively assimilationist, while nationalism can either be pacific, indulging in cultural 
assertion , or violently exclusivist / collectivist (13). Further on, Clarke confesses his 
being devoted to Franz Fanon and his existentialist, psychoanalytical approach to the 
problem of black identity in a Eurocentric civilization (13). Nevertheless, admitting that 
“the patron saint” of his essays was Malcolm X, he confesses a “delicate duality”: “I am 
enough of a liberal to accept that a writer may wish to write independently of communal 
identification. But I am enough conservative to appreciate that no writer ever does 
completely” 14). 

The writer attracts his reader attention to the complicated historical and geographical 
setting of African‑Canadian literature. His image of African Canada is “a conglomera‑
tion of many cultures, a spectrum of ethnicities.[...] For instance, the old, indigenous, 
African‑Canadian community, mainly African‑American in derivation and often rural” 
characterized by “a strong church‑bias”(14), to which belongs the literature of his 
province of birth, Nova Scotia. A further discussion of this literature will be in his 
essays “The Birth and Rebirth of Africadian Literature” (107‑125) and “Toward a 
Conservative Modernity” (151‑162), essay in which he underpins the persistence of 
racism in the Québécois literature (151‑62), discussion continued in “Liberalism and Its 
Discontents” (163‑181). 

The members of the “New Canadian” black community are those whose origin is in 
the Caribbean. They, writes Clarke, “confront a the tension between ‘two nationalist 
ideologies’ of racial culture: metisaje and Négritude (blackness)” (14), further references 
being given in his essays, “Contesting a Model Blackness”(27‑70), “Treason of the 
Black Intellectuals?” (182‑ 210), and in “Canadian Biraciality and its ‘Zebra’ Poetics” 
(211‑37). 
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As concerns francophone African‑Canadian literature, he finds a “tripartite 
inheritance, drawing from Africa, the Caribbean, and from the work of native‑born 
francophone writers” (14). Another category of writers comes from the United States, 
marking “an import”, discussed in his essays “Contesting a Model of Blackness” and 
“Must All Blackness Be American?” (71‑85). The conclusion of this discussion is that 
“African Canada is [...] a fragmented collective, one fissured by religious, ethnic, class, 
and length/of/residency differences. And few African Canadians express black 
nationalism that is not merely a nostalgic yearning for homelands in Africa, the 
Caribbean, or the southern United States” (15). But discussing various authors’ opinions 
(among these more attention is given to Debra I. Anderson’s Decolonizing the Text: 
Glissantian Reading in Caribbean and African American Literatures, 1995), Clarke 
observes that “the heterogeneity that defines African‑Canadian literature also threatens 
its coherence”(47). 

Still, in the same “Contesting a Model of Blackness” , Clarke does not exclude the 
idea of “one’s culture’s borrowing of ideas, personalities and good form another 
culture”, and in this respect he comments that the Canadian’s “appropriations of African 
Americana” is based on certain parallel social circumstances: the history of slavery, 
colonialism and segregation and the fact that “both constitute black minorities within 
white majoritarian (and white supremacist) contexts” (39). Still, he observes that 
African‑Canadians “read” African‑American culture with a sense of admiration for 
some attractive qualities among which resistance, vitality, joy, grace etc.. Referring to 
the literature written by black writers in Quebec, he underlines the influence of 
francophone literature. 

Remembering W. E. B. Du Bois’s formulation of ‘double consciousness’ as “a spe‑
cific condition of African‑American selfhood” (39), Clarke tries to finds some “determi‑
nants of African‑Canadianité”. Thus he considers that African‑Canadian consciousness 
is not simply dualistic but rather a “poly‑consciousness” with many layers (40). 

This leads G. E. Clarke to a discussion of black nationalism and the vision that is 
given in the contemporary academic movement in the U.S.A., referring to Afri‑
can‑American literature, the texts proposed to enter the canon, and the birth of Black 
Studies as an academic discipline, beginning in the sixties, issuing on the one hand from 
a response to racism, and on the other to oppose an African‑American canon to the 
“larger Anglo‑Saxon and Euro‑American literature” denying the existence of a specific 
African‑American literature. In the same way he shows that the “issue of an Afri‑
can‑Canadian canon, is [...] inevitably a political one” 16). Clarke shows that even if 
African‑Canadian nationalism “makes common cause with African‑American symbols, 
styles, leaders, and ideas, it also deviates from them sharply” (45‑46) as seen in many 
examples quoted, because “there is a Canadianness about African‑Canadian culture that 
cannot be subsumed under the banner of an ‘imperial’ African Americanism” 45‑46). 

In an essay about poet and novelist Syl Cheney‑Coker (born in Sierra Leone) who 
spent most of his time in exile and is considered one the most influential writers in 
Western literature, adept of a global history of literature, Clarke explores the limits of 
pan‑Africanism (126‑150). In his essay on Austin Clarke, born in Barbados, graduate 
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of the university of Toronto and acknowledged since 1964 as the foremost representative 
of black writing in Canada, Clarke criticizes his conservatorism (“Clarke versus Clarke. 
Tory elitism in Austin Clarke’s short fiction”, 238‑252). In the essay about Claire Harris, 
NourbeSe Phillipe and Dionne Brand, he deplores the lack of critical approaches to 
sustain their work (253‑274). In “No Language Is Neutral: Seizing English for 
Ourselves” , the writer nuances some ideas already present in “The Career of Black 
English in Nova Scotia: a Literary Sketch” (86‑106) in which the problem of regional 
literature was also present. 

The second part of the book – “Incursions” – contains G.E. Clarke’s selected reviews 
regarding the work of some African‑Canadian writers, bearing titles which suggest a 
completion of the themes tackled in the previous section of the book such as “The 
Complex Face of Black Canada” 279‑284), followed by“Viewing African Canada” 
(285‑287), suggesting the validity of both terms. “The Death and Rebirth of Africadian 
Nationalism” (288‑296) could be considered an illustration of his essay from the 
previous part of the book on cultural nationalism in contemporary Acadian and 
Africadian poetry. A special attention should be given to the essay entitled “Toward a 
Black Women’s Canadian History”, reviewing some books history –‑ written by women 
on the topic, criticizes Canadian historians for the marginalization of black people, and 
even more the women’s presence in Canadian history, In the same time, unmasks the 
legend that there had been no slavery in Canada. 

The 200 pages of third part of Clarke’s book, “Surveys”, could have been an 
independent book, the author adopting this time the stance of a literary historian. 
Starting with a “Primer of African‑Canadian Literature” and admitting “a degree of 
cultural assertiveness” the author shows that, from its origins, it has been “the work of 
political exiles and native dissidents” (327). The tradition had started with the Black 
Loyalists who, refusing the “slavery‑sanctifying American Revolution”, settled in the 
Canadian Maritimes, in 1783, while exiles and refugees continued to settle in other 
regions in Canada during the 19th century. Clarke finds a great number of names of 
writers who he considers should form the canon. Though the “catalogue” of writings is 
not exhaustive, it suggests that African‑Canadian literature is a heterogeneous and 
polyglot discourse, a “medley of accents” (332). 

Besides names of writers and their work, he mentions also names of various 
publisher , but does not forget to mention that there were writers who had self‑published 
their work because of the reluctance of mainstream publishers. The foreign press from 
London, New York Paris and Jamaica is praised for its contribution to helping 
African‑Canadian literature into being, while various literary awards attracted the 
attention of the Canadian press, and African‑Canadian serials brought about other 
commentaries. Clarke’s conclusions are worth quoting:

African‑Canadian literature has had a long history – but also a more recent efflorescence. 
It is a distinctive canon, for it draws upon a variety of cultural (and “national”) traditions, 
accents, and languages. Though I have not discussed themes in this survey, the literature 
worries identity issues surrounding race, gender, class, language, religion and region. 
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Perhaps its most persistent quality had been its tendency to appropriate the ‘colonial’ and 
to transubstantiate it into native forms. (337)
 
A select bibliography of literature by African‑Canadian authors in English and 

French, translations for the period 1783‑2001, a list of authors, another of corporate 
authors, primary anthologies, primary and secondary sources, and even sites visited by 
the author convince the reader of Clarke’s thesis: the existence of a canon of 
African‑Canadian literature. With a wide echo in Canada, Clarke’s book should be also 
taken into consideration in other histories of diasporic literatures. 

After almost a decade, G.E. Clarke has published another book Directions Home: 
Approaches to African-Canadian Literature, in 2011, mentioned sometimes as his Odyssey 
Home 2, probably due to the same trend of ideas. The publication of a second edition 
in 2012 shows the readers’ wide interest in it. This time, in a more unitary way, the 
writer explores the situation of African‑Canadian writings in the common canon as well 
as inside the traditions of the African diaspora. He pleads for the inclusion in the canon 
of church histories and slave narratives, studies of various genres, themes and authors.

G.E. Clarkes two books convincingly demonstrate the necessity of rethinking, cor‑
rec ting and amending literary histories, including diasporic literatures, such a thinking 
having its subtext a kind of “policy of recognition”, proposed by Charles Taylor. 

NOTES

1 Born in Windsor, Nova Scotia, 1960, a seventh generation Black Canadian, George Elliott Clarke holds a 
BA from the University of Waterloo (1984), an MA from Dalhousie (1989) and a PhD from Queens (1993). 
He had taught English and Africa‑Canadian literature at Duke University in the U.S. (1994‑1999) and at 
McGill in Montreal (1998‑1999), and visiting professor at the University of British Columbia and Mount 
Allison (2005). Presently he is J. E. Pratt professor of literature at the University of Toronto. He is better 
known and commented upon as a poet, dramatist and author of opera librettos, receiving a great number 
o prizes and awards.

2 As G.E. Clarke prefers “African Canadian”, analogous to “African American” but also uses “Black 
Canadian”, we will use also the adjective “black” with reference to Canadians and at times also “visible 
minorities”, because the author himself uses it though it was labeled “racist” by groups of militants.
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